photography exhibit
call for entries:
submit by 7.31.17

beyond opening day is a photographic exhibition that
explores the story of place and identity as seen

beyond
opening
day

through the camera lens of those who use and interact
with the built environment. Once design and
construction of our projects are completed, we are
curious to see how they take on a life of their own.
How do people experience and interact with the places
we’d imagined?

The idea for this exhibit was in part stimulated by
searching social media sites like Instagram for places
designed by Mayer/Reed. Through this investigation,
we discovered that our intentions for place making
also serve a societal need by creating a back drop
for explorations of human activity and connection to
community.

#mayerreedphoto

details for entry

ABOUT MAYER/REED

SUBMISSION

IMPORTANT DATES

Mayer/Reed, Inc. is an inter-disciplinary

PHOTOGRAPHIC CONTENT

04.15.17–07.31.17		

Submissions Accepted

Portland, Oregon based design studio

We are interested in photographs that capture

09.01.17		

Selections Notified

providing urban design, landscape

the spirit of a place designed by Mayer/Reed.

Exhibition		

Fall 2017

architecture, product design and graphic

Content may include, but should not be

design services for the environments in which

limited to people, activities, shared moments,

people live, learn, work and play. Our studio’s

landscape, material, form, design details,

work in creating places for human activity

weather, events, wildlife, etc.

explores the social, cultural, ecological
and historic contexts that shape these

Visit Mayer/Reed’s website portfolio to

environments.

explore projects and locations:

CONTACT

Please respect private property when visiting

www.mayerreed.com

locations.

callforentries@mayerreed.com

www.mayerreed.com/portfolio

No Entry Fee.
QUANTITY
Up to (10) ten photos may be submitted per
photographer
ELIGIBILITY
This call is open to all. If you are younger than
18 years old, a parent or legal guardian must
make the submission for you. If you are a
parent or legal guardian submitting for a minor,
please name the photographer and yourself.
FORMAT
Photo entries must be in digital format.
All digital files must be 15 megabytes or
smaller, must be in JPEG or JPG format, and
a minimum of 1,000 pixels in the longest
dimension. There are two ways to submit.
INSTAGRAM
Your profile must be public and remain
public during the call for entries period.
Tag photos with the location and hashtag
#mayerreedphoto
EMAIL
Email photos to callforentries@mayerreed.com.
Include the location and photographer’s name
in the text of the email.

SELECTION
Photographers will be notified of selection
via the format used to submit the image
(Instagram or email).
Selected photos will be included in a public
exhibition and a limited run book.

CONSIDERATIONS
COPYRIGHT
Each photographer retains all copyrights to
their own images.
USAGE RIGHTS
By submitting an entry, the photographer gives
Mayer/Reed the right to use their image for
exhibition and promotion. Photographs will be
credited in all formats. Images may be used to
promote the exhibition or Mayer/Reed’s work
and may be displayed on Mayer/Reed’s website,
new blasts, social media accounts and in printed
materials. Photographers grant the use of their
image(s) as stated without further contract or
compensation from Mayer/Reed.

